Open Brief / Open Letter
to

desireestokkel.nl
newlegalframe.com

-

INTERPOL, France & FBI, America-

Criminal employees of International Criminal Court - who want to torture &
kill victums who bring evidence to OTP - misuse trust of FBI & INTERPOL
3 september 2008

FBI & INTERPOL,
NLF-message related to ICC & UN
FBI
I want you to open a Legal Office in Bloemendaal-NH, Holland:
● ICC & UN work together when they want to torture & kill victums who turn to OTP of ICC with a
lawcase against their national-parliament & domestic legal system.
When Prosecutors & President are partial to that country, they lie to the world about lawcases
they have received.
ICC trusts EU & UN to cover up for their crimes, regardless for the consequences for National- of
Worlds' security.
Victums who are being tortured & killed by ICC 'have nowehere to go'.
○ Official complaints about the way President & Prosecutors handle files are ignored.
○ ICC-judges do not get files, when Prosecutors don't want to inform judges.
○ Victums can send files to the pre-Chamber-judge - when they are being tortured & killed by
President & Prosecutors of ICC - but 'unknown' is the result.
How are these judges going to stop criminal employees working within OTP?
○ Victums who ask the UN & UNHCHR to investigate on crimes taking place within OTP of ICC,
do receive a letter which says:
'We are not going to help you = we want you to be tortured & killed by criminal employees of
ICC'.
○ UN & UNHCHR close dirty deals with criminal employees of OTP of ICC, while they are
informed about crimes taking place within that unit.
●
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○ ALL my letters of complaint to ICC are still ignored, while I have freedom of speech on the
Web.
○ Letters to ICC-judges ate still ignored too.
Perhaps they wait for more support from Presidents' Offices.
ICC-judges need to know 'if Presidents' want to help them to protect victums... and remove
criminal employees from ICC'. But when these judges wait to long for this support, that will
cause new wars in the meantime.
○ Victums of ICC-policies & crimes 'have to have themselves tortured while they try to create
new policies within ICC for confíct-ending'. And this causes 'terrorism, rape, corruption... '.
○ UN & UNHCHR did receive my file 2 times by mail. They refuse to call me - talk to me- while
they know that ICC is partial to hostcountry NL, where the Dutch supreme court is quilty of
terrorism.
○ UN Ban Ki-moon & UNHCHR Justice Navathem Pillay close a new deal on 1 september 2008
with OTP of ICC, while they can see on my sites 'that President of Portugal and Iran do
regocnise my ICC-case against NL, officially'.

I am so supprised that Iran is one of the first countries to respond to my letter of 8 august 2008, that I
sometimes wonder:'What did Russia tell them; did they explain an ICC- fairy tale about me'?
Lets face it: the use of NL-language is more implemented in Russia than in Iran...
After all, I am a woman with unique World-power, but no money, business or whatsoever to invest in
Iran. And... I am being told overhere, 'that Iran dislikes female human capital'...
I am accepted as human capital = something must go right... overthere...!
●
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○ Educational letters to put some EQ into the brains of Presidents'Offices

●
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○
○
○
○

tasks in NL = create new data-bases on International law for prevention of crime
Study NL-law in relationship to ICC, ICJ & Yugoslavia-tribunal Or other tribunals to come.
Russia is synchronizing RU-law with NL-law; USA should adjust to this procedure.
NL-police is becoming more retarted every year. They cause crime, but with a different
system than USA does. Synchronize systems.
EU-law + WTO + UN has to be added to the new data-base

NLF Young adults will only teach kids on:
● how to buy and read law
● how to talk about law
● how to write letters for 'gaining what you need, without a conflict'
● how to write letters for confict-ending
● how to live without crime, porno, alcohol & drugs
● how to level with Mother Nature in this system
Unfortunately, ICC does not want me to start with NLF = they refuse to close my lawcase against NL.
So, FBI has to help me start.
Has to help me clean up corruption in the NL-legal system.
From 'Simple persons to Prime Minister or Presidents of International courts of Law'.
To EU & UN...
Thats a lot of corruption!
INTERPOL
Whenever you talk to ICC, ICJ, tribunals or NL-police or MPs of NL-parliament ALWAYS put the next
Anchor for Thoughts on the first position:
NL-ers can't read files, can't connect them to law, can't defend themselves with words,
can't make lawyers and others work the way they should work, based on evidence & law... and...
believe 'the government has to do all the work for them...'. AMEN.
Second Anchor:
What the media tells you is NEVER the truth. NEVER....
Third Anchor:
NL-ers are proud to have the freedom to torture & kill in general, especially for trade.
Trade is awarded by NL-parliament, EU & UN for causing bankrupty, mal-nutrition & death.
ICC-President & Prosecutors want Interpol to be the 'Police-force they need to arrest
suspects/perpatrators who are to be brought to the ICC-courtroom'.
Before you coöperate to this new system you have to demand a copy of ALL evidence present in the
hands of ICC-President & Prosecutors. They are known for the fact that they manipulate truth in files.
INTERPOL is about to be implemented as 'a cover for war-crimes committed by criminal ICC-employees
themselves = dictators working for ICC, who want to put other dictators into prison or manipulate them
into death'.
You are warned!
You also have to demand a security system for yourself:
● You must claim acces to the Registar where all valid evidence of all countries is d-based.
INTERPOL-employees can be at hugh danger when ICC-employees are criminals themselves who
are being protected by UN. When you have acces to info from ALL countries you can make up
your own opinion and set your strategy.
● You have to claim 'victum-care for every indiviudal who starts a lawcase against their own
parliament & legal system'. When INTERPOL starts to arrest suspects/perpatrators lives of
victums are at risk. Criminal employees of OTP of ICC 'want some victums from some countries
to suffer for their personal - hidden - reasons/profits'.
INTERPOL will be quilty of torturing & killing vicutms, if you don't demand a new system for
victum-protection.
● You have to claim policies & protocols in case 'hostcountry of ICC is quilty of war-crimes'.
Now ICC hides my case for the World, you are at extreme danger.
You never know 'if the person in NL who offers assistance to INTERPOL, is part of the ICC-warcrimes or really does want to help you to create a better lifestyle on planet Earth'.
● You have to trust victums of ICC who publish their complete truth on the Web.
● You have to claim acces to info about ICC, d-based in the EU & UN.

In NL you can't work with NL-parliament at the moment.
Our Minister of Internal Affairs - Guusje ter Horst - has to appear in ICC-courtroom herself.
She's in controle of Police, municipal laws, terrorism, security of major projects like Airports...
You can't talk with NATO.
ICC, ICJ & tribunals close secret deals with each other 'for security'.
For the individual security of persons, I want to be in front of the ICC-judge for war-crimes....
So, INTERPOL....
What exactly are you planning to undertake in NL, without causing more wars on Earth?
FBI & INTERPOL should open a Legalf office together in Bloemendaal-NH,
in the midst of white-colar-crime at its best...
Close to Schiphol Airport, 15 minutes by car if you are lucky.
Take a wise decision, anchored in Galaxy-EQ,
desiree stokkel
donkerelaan 39
2061 jk bloemendaal nederland
+31 23 5279457
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